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The Flow of Money & How to Easily Flow it to You!
- Seqkat Winn
$ The first agenda of this report is to show you how SIMPLE the flow of
money is. You'll come to understand there is no way money can fail you if
you follow all the steps.
The first thing to understand is what exactly money is. It is merely a symbol.
It's a symbol of the energy of trade. Broken down even more it's a symbol of
give and receive.

$ Money is a symbol of the Energy of Give and Receive.
Receive and Give.
In light of that money is supposed to flow! It's supposed to be given and it's
supposed to be received. It's not meant to be stagnate. It's not meant to be
without purpose.
Energy like all things is a vibration that attracts which it is like, what it
matches. And many of you may recognize this as the Law of Attraction,
(which cannot fail!): Like attracts like. So, how then do you get money to be
attracted to you? By remembering its essence and understanding what its
vibrational energy is. And that again is:
$ Money is a symbol of the Energy of Give and Receive. Receive and Give.
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So, that which attracts money to you is having an idea of what you want to
use that money for. The receiving of money has occurred once you attain it.
But how are you going to give it? It's not something to hold. It's meant to
flow. So, if you have an idea of how to spend it, you're attracting money,
because it's a matching vibration to being received AND given.
So, instead of just wanting money – know what you want it for. Even if you
want to save it, have an idea on what you'll spend that savings on. Don't save
it to just pile it up and never be used. Save it for a house, a car, a computer,
etc., or to pay cash for whatever 'need' or desire that comes to you in the
future.

$ The Spending Plan This is where the fun comes in. Make a spending plan. How do you make
this spending plan? Really tune into who you are and what you really want.
Take a few moments and take some deep breaths, (I communicate with my
Higher Self – more on that later!) and ask yourself what is it you really want?
What idea gives you the greatest joy? What idea causes your passion to fire
up?
Now caution here. This is the place where ego in its protective survival
mode, likes to step in and not even allow you to consider what you want. It
does this to protect you from the pain of never attaining it. And it's perfectly
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alright it's doing this. It's doing exactly what it's supposed to do. There's no
need to hate it or shun it, which in actuality causes you more discord with
yourself, and serves to block the flow of money (or anything you want) from
flowing to you. Understanding and loving your ego is how you allow
things to flow.
You can side track it for now just by entertaining the thought at this moment:
If I had all the money in the world, what would I want? What would I do?
Right now, you're just in imagination land and there's no harm in it. And with
that thought you can show your ego that you're completely safe. Hug your
ego. It deserves to be understood. It's doing it's job that it's supposed to do.
Understanding your ego is a way of loving yourself and that unleashes an
endless amount of magic within you.
You just want to know what it is that you really, really want. And this is
where communicating with your Higher Self is very helpful. Your Higher
Self is the very essence of you, and knows who you really are, and what
exactly it is that you really want and would allow you to thrive being fully
who you are.
If you'd like to learn how to communicate with your Higher Self, we have a
great, FREE Video Guided Meditation for you to help you do that:
Meet Your Higher Self.
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$ Spending Plan Steps 1. Write down all the things you want! (Fun and exciting!)
2. Intend you will have them! (Now you understand how you really can
attain it!)
3. Intend that you'll be happy to SPEND the money that comes your way
to attain it. (Ooh, money is loving that – you've become irresistible!)
4. Most important part! Be grateful for all that you have NOW! (This
keeps you from going into attachment which can block money! More
on that later.)
5. Spend time visualizing to the point you actually feeeel you already have
what's on your spending list! (Feeling you have it, makes you a
matching vibration to having it, which by the Law of Attraction you
have to be in to attain it!)
And the money will head straight to you for it!
But here comes the big BUT. Trust me, if you did the above the money IS
coming to you. But if you're asking why your wish list hasn't already been
filled, because you know you want this and you want that, but you don't have
it – it's not because the money isn't coming to you! It's because you won't
allow yourself to receive it!
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$ When the money is coming to you, you have to allow
yourself to receive it.
What you have to look at now is how you're not allowing yourself to receive
it. How are you blocking yourself from the experience of having it?
This is where your thoughts and beliefs kick in. Remember how I said
energy is attracted to the vibration of energy that matches it? When your
thoughts and beliefs are not matching that energy of having money – guess
what. Yep, you know this. You find yourself lacking it.
So, you have to now change your beliefs to make yourself a match of having
that money that is banging at the door, begging you to let it in!

$ Here's some places to look for blocking beliefs:
• Money is evil. (It's not evil – it's simply an energy of give and receive,
receive and give.)
• Only rich people get it. (It's available to everyone! The rich people
just figured out how to allow themselves to have it.)
• You don't feel worthy. (Money is a neutral energy. It's not judging
you as bad or good. It's just looking for its matching vibration of give
and receive, receive and give.)
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• You've always been poor. (That isn't a doom declaration that you
always will be. That's just an expression of your past beliefs of not
allowing money in. You're learning how it all works now! The game is
changing for you!)
• Some rich are born rich and some poor are born poor. Doesn't that
break the theory of matching vibration? (We all come into this game
of life, choosing certain vibrations with which to start out for own
personal growth and expansion. Law of Attraction is without fail!
Change your thoughts and beliefs and you change your vibration!)
• Rich people are greedy and snobby. (You're associating some
people's attitudes to be the same as money's. Money isn't a person. It
doesn't have an attitude. It's a neutral energy that did not embody as a
human entity.)
• Money is hard to get. (You're seeing now how EASY it is to attain it!)
•

Clearing the beliefs is hard. (We invite you to employ our free, easy
technique Erase It & Replace It – to help you with those beliefs!)

• You think you won't be happy until you have money. (This is called
attachment and is a huge blocker of money and we'll address that soon
here!)
Did you see any of your beliefs in that list that can be blocking you from
allowing yourself to enjoy the benefit of having an abundance of money?
You can ask yourself too, (again, I would ask my Higher Self) to be shown if
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there are any other beliefs in regards to money that could be causing the
blockage(s) as well.

$ Releasing Attachment Now, let's look at that big bad one called ATTACHMENT. Attachment on
getting your new thang whatever it may be and placing your happiness on the
attainment of that – just stops it right in its tracks. That's called resistance.
What's happening with resistance is you are focused on you don't have what
you want yet. So, guess what your vibration is? You don't have what you
want yet. So, what is the matching vibration to that? You don't have what
you want yet. And by the Law of Attraction which cannot fail – guess what
you're experiencing, because like attracts like? Yep, you don't have what you
want yet.
So, how do we let go of this attachment? By being happy NOW. How can
you possibly be happy now, when you're dying to get that thing you want so
badly?
By learning to enjoy what you HAVE. This is very important. If you don't
enjoy what you HAVE, guess what's going to happen when you get what you
want? You will HAVE it. And guess what's going to slip away? Yep, you
enjoying what you have!
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How can you easily start enjoying what you have? The magic ingredient
here is GRATITUDE. Pause and be thankful for the things you have. To
make this even stronger start a gratitude log. Write down the things you have
now that you enjoy. Pause a moment and consider why you enjoy them. It
can be as simple as you enjoy having lights, because it's pretty darn
convenient, when you flip on a switch in a dark room, you now can see. And
I'm sure you understand how convenient this is, if you've ever experienced
losing your lights briefly to weather or whatnot. Pets, people, circumstances
in your life. What do you enjoy about them? Write it down. Go into detail.
Feel the joy!
A good practice is to daily write down things you're for which you thankful.
What happened yesterday or today that was new that delights you? Or what
do you have always that gives you joy, (like maybe that purring kitty in your
lap :3)?
When I start writing in mine, I catch myself smiling, and feeling absolutely
great! The experience lifts my vibration to be one of being happy NOW –
which makes me a matching vibration to continue to experience being happy
NOW, which draws more things to me that make me feel happy! And then
when I get something new, the honeymoon stage doesn't die with having it. I
continue to maintain joy that I have it. :)
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There have been studies that revealed the happiest people are the most
grateful people. And I can testify in my life experiences, I'm at my most
happiest, when I feel grateful.

$ Spreading the Money!Now here's an interesting scenario for those of you generous of heart to
consider. Step into the future now, where you've cleared all your limited
beliefs around money, and you're utilizing a spending plan and you have
money just rolling in for you! And you want to share your abundance with
others! And not only as a one time thing. You want to see them thrive and
maintain the abundance like you have. How can you gift that to one who
doesn't have the matching vibration to hold that abundance?
Educate them! This is the very purpose of this report! I want to see
everyone thriving with abundance! Teach them, tell them, explain to them
how the flow of money works. Show them how to attract it, and clear any
beliefs that may block them from allowing them to have it.
If it sounds a little difficult for you to do, you can direct them to this get this
free report! They can sign up for their very own copy at Wize Vibez TEC.
My mission is to get Everyone Thriving. The more of us that are willing to
share the education on attaining and maintaining the abundance the more
who are ready for it can receive it!
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Now take note on that, 'who are ready for it'. You sure may have loved ones
that just can't open up and believe what you're saying. They are not ready for
it. They're on their own pace of growth and expansion and they are entitled
to their own pace just you like you and me are. My goal is to share the
wisdom with those who are ready for it. For they are the only ones who can
truly receive it.
The old adage, 'You can lead a horse to water but you can't make it drink,'
rings true here. Everyone is entitled to their own choices and their own
paces, even if it's painful for us to see them, as what we may define as
suffering. Remember, it's their growth and expansion. We ourselves, if you
look back, grew the most during what we define as those hard times.
If you're learning from this report right now how to attract money and allow
yourself to have it, guess what. You Are Ready to Receive Money. That's
why you are here. You are a matching vibration to it. It's no accident you are
reading this.
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$ So, let's do a quick recap for you to nail down this
flowing money thang.
• Money is a Symbol. Understand money is merely a symbol of the
neutral energy of give and receive. Receive and give.
• This Energy is Meant to Flow. Because of that to attract money, you
need a purpose for it. Where are you going to give it, (spend it), after
you receive it. You need a target to aim at. Money loves that!
• Make a Spending Plan. Write it down. That strengthens the creation
of it in our 3D reality.
• Seeing is Believing and Believing is Seeing. Visualize yourself having
the things now on your spending plan to the point you feel the joy of it.
• Let it In! Allow yourself to receive the money that is coming right for
you! Do this by clearing negative beliefs and definitions you have
about money.
• Be Happy NOW. This keeps you from betting your happiness ONLY
upon receiving what you want, keeping you healthily detached.
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• Be Grateful for What You HAVE Now. Keep a gratitude log. You'll
never continue to enjoy what you get unless you know how to enjoy
what you have. And enjoying what you have places you in the
vibration of joy of having, which makes you a match to the joy of
having your new desires. It becomes and endless cycle of joy!
• Giving Back! Want to share that mula? Beautiful! Donate, give it,
spend it! Money is loving ya for it! Want others to thrive with a
continued flow of financial abundance like you? Educate them! Teach
them what you have learned. Respect those who are ready for it that
they will thrive too. And respect those who aren't ready for it – it's okay
for them to stay where they are.
It really is this SIMPLE to get the flow of Money flowing towards you!
Trust you have enough and can spend what you get, and that you have more
than enough and that will keep it flowing to you. And yes, you can save
money. Just keep an intention it's being saved to spend for future desires or
unexpecteds, not to hoard.
Now, with all of this I'm not saying be irresponsible and only buy the things
you want. Of course buy the things you need, like food, shelter and paying
your bills too. But understand spending money on those things is keeping the
money in flow too. Have you ever felt like you have just enough? Just
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enough for the food, shelter and bills? It's because you're intending to spend
it on those items and it's attracting the money! You're utilizing a mental
spending plan! And your beliefs are you have enough for that, and so, you're
allowing yourself to receive that 'just enough'. Use that as evidence that you
can also allow yourself to receive an abundance – more than enough!
Enjoy the flow of money as the energy of give and receive, receive and give
was meant to be enjoyed! :)
Love & Light,
Seqkat >^..^<
~*~
Seqkat Winn is a Transformational Author and Transformational Coach and is
also a Certified Law of Attraction Practitioner. You can find her at
www.WizeVibezTEC.com
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